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Abstract
In electrical systems, the main objective is to satisfy the load demand at the least cost without having imbalance Q3between

generation and consumption. Thus, the uncertainty of photovoltaic (PV) power production must be considered in generation
planning of a power system. In this paper, we develop a

∧
modeling method of this uncertainty to consider it into the generation

scheduling. The optimal generation scheduling in an urban microgrid is made by taking in consideration the operating reserve
provision under stochastic characteristics of PV power prediction. By considering a prescribed risk level of unbalancing, a
dynamic programming algorithm sets the operational planning of conventional generators by solving a non-convex mixed-
integer nonlinear programming model, so that the operational cost and available operating reserve can be calculated. Then,
the effect of PV power uncertainty into the unit commitment is

∧
analyzed by considering PV forecast intervals with a 95

% confidence level. The unit commitment is then recalculated with new generator set points and the same criteria. Finally,
variations of the targeted minimized costs and obtained OR is

∧
analyzed according to the uncertainty.

c⃝ 2020 International Association for Mathematics and Computers in Simulation (IMACS). Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights
reserved.

Keywords: Unit commitment; Uncertainty; Dynamic programming; Operating reserve; Micro grid

1. Introduction1

The large-scale integration of renewable energy sources such as wind and solar generation in power systems2

is limited by their inner characteristics, like unpredictable primary source variations and uncontrollable power3

generations. These characteristics bring uncertainties in power systems, especially those microgrids that are4

extremely dependent upon renewable energy supplies [10,14,21]. The large-scale development of small-sized5

variable renewable energy sources (RES) in urban electrical systems increases local high dynamic unbalances.6

Thus, it can create instabilities on the inertia response and primary frequency controllers of existing conventional7

generators [22]. Therefore, providing an adequate operating reserve (OR) power is one solution to ensure the8

power system security, since it can be used to compensate the unpredictable imbalances between intermittent RES9

generations and consumptions [15].10

Generally, selecting the conventional generating unit states (on/off) during any time step of the day is known11

as generation scheduling, namely as unit commitment problem (UCP) [20]. From the day ahead forecasting of the12
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Variables

δm(t) Commitment of generator m at time step t; δm(t) ∈ {0, 1}.
sm(t) Generator m is starting up at the beginning of time step t; sm(t) ∈ {0, 1}.
pm(t) The power generation set point of generator m at time step t.
rm(t) The allocated reserve power of generator m at time step t.

Parameters

ε The risk index of LOLP (Loss of Load Probability).
p

m
, pm The minimum and maximum power generation limits of generator m.

cs
m The start-up penalties on operating costs.

Time series

Dt (t) The net demand forecast at time step t, the difference between the total load demand forecast
and photovoltaic generation forecast.

Ct (t) The total conventional generation capacity of all the generators at time step t.
r (t) Allocated operating reserve requirements at time step t.

Sets and indices

m ∈ M Set of conventional generators.
t ∈ T Set of time steps.
∆ Feasible set of δm(t).
p Feasible set of pm(t).
r Feasible set of rm(t).
∆, p, r ∈ F Set of feasible solutions.

Functions

cm (pm(t)) The operating costs for generator m producing pm (t).

load demand and renewable generation, UCP classically finds the optimal generation scheduling that minimizes the 1

global operating cost. Failure to commit enough energy resources to meet expected conditions can lead to expensive 2

actions, for example starting thermal turbines instantaneously and abruptly. However introducing uncertainties in 3

a UCP makes conventional deterministic UC methods inadequate to solve stochastic problems, since they rarely 4

consider renewable energy sources generation or unpredicted fluctuations of load consumption [25]. The reason 5

is that, except for demand fluctuations, there are multiple sources of uncertainties such as faults in generator 6

operations, deviation from wind or PV forecast, etc. Stochastic UCPs require methods to minimize the operating 7

costs for different uncertainties or constraints, and to quantify them according to probabilities [11]. Therefore, the 8

introduction of uncertainties in UC and energy management problem adds extra computational complexity to current 9

methods [19]. 10

Since UCP is a complex mix-integer programming problem, various solving methods can be used to obtain 11

the optimal generation scheduling, e.g. priority list, dynamic programming, and Lagrangian relaxation (LR) 12

approach [25]. Currently, the most commonly applied technique is mixed-integer linear programming (MILP). [12] 13

presents a MILP method for day-ahead stochastic UCP incorporating solar uncertainty, taking into account reserve 14

constraints of the microgrid systems. [24] proposes a loss of load constrained UCP by optimizing probabilistic 15

spinning reserve corresponding to unit outage events, but uncertainties of load and RES are not considered. 16

A MILP-based multiple time resolution UC method is presented in [2] for applications with high renewable 17

penetration. However, if the optimization problem implies a nonlinear/ non-convex objective function or nonlinear 18

operating constraints, then the optimal solution is difficult to achieve by applying MILP. On the contrary, a dynamic 19

programming method has less limits regarding the convexity and linearity of the UCP. For example, [6] presented 20

a dynamic programming algorithm to coordinate the wind and thermal generation scheduling problem for the 21
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operating an isolated hybrid power system. Additional physical and economic operation constraints are applied1

to set a compromise between system security and total production cost. Linear approximation methods can be2

also applied to solve the nonlinear/ nonconvex programming problem. In order to obtain costs of consumed fuel for3

generating a certain amount of electricity, the cost function must be approximated as a convex quadratic or piecewise4

linear function of the generator energy output [16]. [5] presented a mixed-integer linear formulation for the unit5

commitment problem of thermal units for large-scale cases, the production cost and startup cost are approximated6

by a piecewise linear function and a stairwise function, respectively. In this work, based on the nonlinear and non-7

convex characteristics, operational cost functions are approximated as non-convex and convex quadratic functions,8

and a dynamic programming algorithm is chosen as the appropriate and efficient approach.9

In order to secure the production/consumption balancing of a microgrid under uncertainties coming from a10

large renewable penetration, many works explore uncertainties model based risk assessment methods. Practical11

applications into account reserve allocation are discussed in [28]. Reserve is quantified with a probabilistic analysis12

of forecasting errors of load demand and PV generation. In [7], an optimal microgrid economic operation is applied13

in energy management system. Day-ahead power forecasting is based on different PV output characteristics under14

various weather conditions. [3] proposed a probabilistic method for generating uncertainties and is based on a point15

estimate method. Different renewable power uncertainty sources, like wind, solar and storage, are included in the16

optimal energy management of the presented microgrid. [1] formulates a MILP model that includes a conditional17

value for risk assessment of RES and load uncertainties when making UCP in isolated systems. However, the impact18

on optimal operational costs regarding reserve under PV uncertainties are not yet analyzed.19

In this paper, unit commitment techniques based on dynamic programming are considered for the generation20

scheduling with consideration of stochastic characteristics of PV energy. The impact of PV generation uncertainties21

on the generation scheduling, on OR powers and on costs are analyzed. The main contributions of this work are as22

follows:23

(1) The presented UC model includes a LOLP assessment to take into account the impact of uncertainties in an24

urban microgrid with high renewable penetration. The deterministic day-ahead commitment of generators and25

half-hourly OR powers are decided by taking into account PV generation uncertainties and load uncertainties26

with a prescribed risk level.27

(2) A dynamic programming (DP) algorithm is carried out for the UCP to find solutions of a non-convex mixed-28

integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) model. Operational cost functions of conventional generators are29

approximated as either non-convex or convex quadratic functions, then the objective function is based on30

combinations of quadratic operational cost functions.31

(3) The impacts of PV power uncertainty on operational costs regarding operating reserve are analyzed. By32

considering distributed energy resources and a 95% confidence level, a certain forecast interval is determined33

with a set of quantiles for every half-hourly forecasted PV generation. The effect of the PV uncertainty is34

analyzed under the situation of exceed or missed PV power in each half-hour. With forecast intervals, OR can35

be recalculated by considering a certain level of security. Meanwhile, the generation scheduling is updated36

in order to respond to system demand conditions, and the impact of PV power uncertainty on the operational37

cost is analyzed. The maximum and the minimum costs based on the PV uncertainty are obtained.38

2. Unit commitment by dynamic programming39

2.1. Unit commitment formulation40

UC problems search the optimal output levels of generating units over a certain period. They are running before41

the power delivery, generally a week up to several hours in advance, to schedule power plants for power delivery42

at a certain moment in the future [8].43

In the presented case, micro gas turbines (MGTs) are considered here as conventional generators. The objective
is to minimize the operating cost of M MGTs during T time steps, one day-ahead considering OR provision. pm (t)
denotes the quantity of electricity generated by MGT m at time step t. Here the mathematical formulation of the
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presented UC problem can be formulated as:

min
∆,p,r

T∑
t=1

M∑
m=1

cm (pm (t)) + cS
msm(t) (1)

s.t. (2)–(5), (∆, p, r) ∈ F

where m ∈ M is a set of MGTs and t ∈ T is set of time steps. cm (pm (t)) is based on nonlinear operational cost 1

function of MGT m, which indicates the fuel cost of producing pm (t) by using MGT m during the time step t. 2

cS
msm(t) is the start-up or shut-down penalties on the cost. In this study, a start-up penalty is considered equal to 3

the consumed fuel cost during a 5 min operation at full load. Shut-down penalty is considered equal to a 2.5 min 4

operation at full load [13]. F is the set of feasible solutions, i.e. set of feasible scheduling decision variables of 5

commitment δm(t), power generation pm(t) and allocated reserve power rm(t) for MGT m at time step t. Considering 6

the characteristics of the used generators and microgrid, here other constraints such as minimum uptime and down 7

time constraints, network constraints and losses are considered and included in (∆, p, r) ∈ F. Binary decision 8

variables are defined as δm(t) and refer to the state of the MGT m at time step t. sm(t) = 1 refers to a MGT m 9

starts up at the beginning of a time step t, otherwise it equals to 0 and refers to a shutdown action: 10

sm (t) =

{
δm (t) , t = 1, ini tial time step
δm (t) X O R δm (t − 1) , t ≥ 2

(2) 11

The produced power is constrained by a minimum power and a maximum power: 12

pmδm(t) ≤ pm(t) ≤ pmδm(t), ∀m ∈ M, ∀t ∈ T (3) 13

pm and pm are minimum and maximum capacity limits of MGT m. The total produced power must be equal to the 14

demand and the required reserve: 15

M∑
m=1

pm (t) = D (t) + r (t) , ∀t ∈ T (4) 16

The total provided reserve must be more than the required reserve: 17

M∑
m=1

rm (t) ≥ r (t) , ∀t ∈ T (5) 18

A power balance between the generation power and the sum of net demand forecast and reserve power should be 19

maintained during the operation. D (t) is the net demand, namely the electricity consumption forecast minus the 20

PV generation forecast at time step t. To deal with the uncertainties in the generation scheduling, power reserve 21

requirements are always considered in UC constraints [18,29]. Eqs. (4) and (5) are constraints between MGT 22

generations and reserve requirement r (t) during time step t. rm(t) is the reserve power from MGT m at time t. The 23

power reserve has a cost even when it is not used. Especially in small power systems, the cost of reserve is high. 24

Hence it is important to have OR optimal dispatching techniques taking into consideration all unit constraints. In 25

order to obtain reserve requirement r (t), OR quantification is demonstrated and is detailed in following Section 2.2. 26

In this paper, the operational cost of the gas turbine is assessed by considering partial load efficiency 27

characteristic [13]. In order to reduce the computational costs, each operational cost exponential functioncm (t) 28

is fitted by a quadratic function between the maximum and minimum generation limit of each MGT. Fig. 1 shows 29

approximate quadratic operational cost functions of three MGTs, and cost function of MGT1 is no-convex, leading 30

to the non-convexity and nonlinear characteristics of the objective function in Eq. (1). 31

2.2. Reserve power quantification 32

The OR is quantified in advance (one day-ahead) according to the PV power forecasting uncertainty and 33

load forecasting uncertainty [27]. Meanwhile, the OR is quantified by carrying out risk-constrained probabilistic 34

techniques at each time step. Loss of Load Probability (LOLP) is the probability that a power shortage may occur. 35

LOLP is a measure of expectation that system net demand will exceed generating capacity during a given time step. 36
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Fig. 1. The quadratic curve fitting of the cost functions of studied three MGTs.

Fig. 2. Reserve calculation based on the net demand deviation ∆D with a risk index ε of LOLP at
∧
11:00.. (For interpretation of the

references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

In the studied microgrid, the uncertainties coming from the PV power forecasting errors and the load forecasting1

errors are both taken into account:2

L O L P t : P [Ct ≤ Dt ] , ∀t ∈ T (6)3

where Ct is the total capacity of all MGTs at time step t, Dt is the actual net demand at time step t, i.e. the difference4

between the real load demand and PV generation. To ensure the system reliability, constraints restricting LOLP at5

all time steps can be added to the UC problem, such as6

L O L P t ≤ ε (7)7

where ε is the risk index.8

In the studied microgrid, OR power is calculated to compensate the possible power unbalance, and can9

be quantified according to the net demand forecasting uncertainty pdf (probability density function) and cdf10

(Cumulative distribution function) based on the probability distribution. Considering the deviation of the net demand11

at each time step, L O L P t is defined as:12

L O L Pt : 1 − P [Ct ≥ Dt ] = 1 − P [R (t) ≥ ∆D (t)] = 1 −

∫ R(t)

−∞

pd f (τ ) dτ, ∀t ∈ T (8)13

∆D (t) is the net demand deviation from the forecasted value, R (t) is the reserve requirement when L O L P t ≤ ε14

is satisfied. i.e. R (t) is used to cover the loss of load and makes L O L P t be equal or less than the given risk index.15

Fig. 2 illustrates the calculation of reserve requirement based on the net demand deviation with a risk index ε of16

LOLP at 11:00.Q417

Here the presented problem is statistically discrete, since the probability distribution of net demand deviation at18

the same time step everyday (e.g. every day at 11:00) is discrete. The negative net demand deviation ∆D (t) (area19

in
∧
gray) represents the exceed generation. The positive net demand deviation represents the power deficit, i.e. the20
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Fig. 3. LOLP curve according to reserve at 11:00.

unexpected increase in demand and deficit in PV generation capacity, so that the system load exceeds the available 1

generating capacity. To reduce the risk of power deficit, reserve power (area in dark green) is planned according to 2

the prescribed risk index ε of LOLP (area in red). Fig. 3 presents an example of the relationship between LOLP 3

and reserve requirement at 11:00. In the presented case, it is assumed that ε = 5%, hence the 21.5 kW reserve is 4

required in order to obtain a security level of L O L P11 : 00 ≤ 5% at 11:00. 5

The effective OR is the difference between the sum of the maximum (or minimum) generation limits of all 6

committed generators and the actual generation of committed generators at each time step. In this paper, efforts 7

are made to calculate and observe both the scheduled (day-ahead) OR and effective OR scheduling based on the 8

capacity of MGTs at each time step during the day. 9

2.3. Dynamic programming mathematical formulation 10

The approach of Bellman’s recursive equation [4] is applied to implement an optimization procedure to solve 11

the UCP by the formulation (1). For any MGTs state, the operational cost is expressed as the sum of: 12

− The cost of electricity production during the time step [t − 1, t]: 13

M∑
m=1

cm (pm (t)) (9) 14

− The cost during the previous time step F (t − 1) taking into account the transition cost due to the start or stop 15

of generators: 16

T r (t − 1, t) = F (t − 1) +

M∑
m=1

cS
msm(t) (10) 17

At step t, the UCP formulation for the studied system can be expressed in the form of the recursive dynamic 18

programming equation: 19

F (t) =

M∑
m=1

cm (pm (t)) + T r (t − 1, t) (11) 20

DP technique decomposes an optimization problem into multi-stage decision problem that can be solved 21

successively. The DP formulation consists in 48 stages that represent the 48 time steps corresponding to each 22

half an hour of the day after. The flow chart of the recursive DP algorithm is shown in Fig. 4. 23

Considering three MGTs, i.e., M = 3 at each time step t (each stage), the combinations of on/off states for all 24

the MGTs are 23 states. Each state is a unique combination of committed and non-committed units. Potentially 25

feasible states are the states where demand (and reserve) can be supplied by the committed MGT units. For each 26

potentially feasible state, the program takes all feasible states from the previous state and checks if the transition 27

to the current state (in current time step t) is possible. If the transition is possible, calculated values are transition 28

costs. Production for the current half-hour is calculated based on demand by taking into account production at the 29

previous half-hour and UC constraints. 30

Finally, the total cost is the sum of the transition cost, production cost, and the total operating cost at the state 31

in previous time step (stage). This procedure is repeated for all states. Total costs are then sorted and saved. If the 32

transition to a state in current half-hour is not possible from any of the states in previous half-hour, then the current 33

state is regarded as infeasible and is not considered anymore. 34
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Fig. 4. The flow chart of the presented recursive DP algorithm.

3. Dynamic programming application for generation scheduling1

3.1. Presentation of the urban microgrid2

An urban microgrid system is considered to
∧
analyze the impact of PV power uncertainties on the operating3

reserve and production costs.4

Owing to the stochastic characteristic of the solar energy production and load demand, predictions for both5

generation and consumption are essential for the optimal scheduling. In the presented urban microgrid, a day-6

ahead approximated PV power prediction profile can be obtained each half-hour according to the meteorological7

information, the parameters of PV panels and the historic database of PV power. An artificial neural network8

is applied for the prediction [26]. Based on historic electrical power consumption, the profile of the electricity9

consumption can be estimated one day ahead. Methods for load forecasting are based on meteorological information10

and historic consumption data [17].11

The studied urban microgrid includes a prosumer with 55kW rated PV power, 110kW residential rated load and12

three MGTs (M = 3). All power generators and electrical loads are locally connected. By comparing the daily PV13

energy and daily load energy, the penetration ratio of PV generation is around 25% in the studied microgrid. To14

simplify the study, the uncertainty from transmission line outages and voltage drops are ignored. The three MGTs15

have minimum and maximum power limits as follows:16

MGT 1 : P1 = 30 kW, P1 = 60 kW;17

MGT 2 : P2 = 15 kW, P2 = 30 kW;18
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Fig. 5. Half-hourly forecasted daily PV generation, and electricity consumption.

Fig. 6. Deterministic optimal day-ahead generation scheduling.

MGT 3 : P3 = 15 kW, P3 = 30 kW. 1

The presented DP algorithm is implemented under Matlab R2018b on a 2.70 GHz PC with 8 GB of installed RAM. 2

The processing time of the optimization application is around 3.36 s. 3

3.2. Effective operating reserve with the obtained unit commitment 4

The profiles of half-hourly forecasted daily PV generation and electricity consumption are given in Fig. 5. After 5

the deterministic optimal day-ahead generation scheduling, the unit commitment result with scheduled OR provision 6

is obtained in Fig. 6. 7

For each half-hour, considering generation limits of each MGT, the maximum power that can be provided by 8

all committed MGTs is obtained, as well as the minimum power. The effective OR is the difference between the 9

sum of the maximum (or minimum) generation limits of all committed generators and the actual generation of 10

committed generators at each time step. The negative effective OR is obtained by the power difference between the 11

minimum generation limits of committed MGTs and their output power at each time step. In this way, the negative 12

OR allows the reduction of MGTs’ generation under the situation of less consumption than expected, or over PV 13

production. Similarly, the positive effective OR is provided by the difference between the maximum generation 14

limits of committed MGTs and their output power at each time step. Both positive and negative effective OR 15

power capacities ensure a certain level of security when there is more or less scheduled production or consumption. 16

Obtained effective OR considering forecasted data (in Fig. 5) is shown in Fig. 7. 17

Moreover, half-hourly operating costs can be calculated from the fuel consumption of the MGTs for the day-ahead 18

planned operating point and for their minimum and maximum values (Fig. 8). Generator set points vary according 19

to varying intervals of reserve power at each time step. The maximum cost is reached if the largest amount of 20

positive effective OR is used; while the minimum cost is obtained when all negative effective OR is consumed. 21
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Fig. 7. Effective OR.

Fig. 8. Expected operating costs, maximum and minimum operating costs.

4. Generation re-scheduling based on probabilistic forecasting1

4.1. Characterization and definition of forecast intervals of PV generation2

Previously, the unit commitment has been calculated with the more expected PV generation forecast and by3

setting a 5% risk on the net-demand unbalancing. However, in practice, PV generation and load demand are not4

reliable and a probabilistic level is associated to consider predicted data. In this part, the impact of PV power5

forecasting uncertainty on the unit commitment, generation scheduling including OR is studied.6

From the past historical data, the real PV generation (in each half of an hour time step) is considered as varying7

around the forecasted PV power according to a probabilistic characteristic of PV forecasting errors. As a commonly8

used probabilistic forecasting method, quantiles/percentiles are used to characterize a certain probabilistic level of9

the forecasting errors [30]. The qth quantile is defined as the value where the production probability less than this10

value is q%.11

The sample mean values X t and sample standard deviations St of forecasting errors (êt ) at each time step t can
be calculated by:

X t =
1
n

n∑
i=1

êt
i̇

(12)

St
=

√ 1
n − 1

n∑
i=1

(
êt

i̇
− X t

)2
(13)

Based on the given large population, the error sample data is assumed to follow a normal distribution:12

êt ∼ N (X t ,
(St )2

n
) (14)13

Then, the PV power is estimated with the probabilistic characteristics of PV forecasting errors at each time step. A14

3 years historical data set is available. Sample data are forecasting errors in recent 15 days on the basis of the date15
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Fig. 9. (a) Frequency distribution histogram of the PV forecast errors with a normal distribution fit. (b) Normal distribution of PV forecast
errors at 11:00.

Fig. 10. The box plot of PV power forecasting errors at each time step.

Fig. 11. Forecasted PV power according to the 95% forecast interval.

to be forecasted, i.e. data of the reference day, 7 days before the reference day and 7 days after the reference day, 1

namely n = 45. Different forecast errors are obtained at each time step. Fig. 9 presents the frequency histogram 2

and probability distribution of PV forecast errors at 11:00. For each day, there are 48 sets of errors at 48 time steps 3

if the PV forecast is done every half-hour. 4

In order to obtain and observe a graphical summary of PV power forecasting errors at each time step t, a box plot 5

is shown in Fig. 10. Each box implies the distribution characteristics of the majority of PV forecast errors during 6

each time step [23]. The central mark indicates the median, and the bottom and top edges of the box indicate the 7

25th and 75th quantiles, respectively. Their absolute values are below 0.23 per unit (p.u.). 8

Meanwhile, the PV power probabilistic forecasting is shown in Fig. 11. By applying a pdf analysis of PV forecast 9

errors at each time step, several probabilistic intervals are generated based on PV prediction and different security 10

level (50%, 75% and 99%). As shown in Fig. 11, a larger interval implies higher confidence level (CI) regarding 11

the security. The 2.5th and 97.5th quantiles of the PV forecasting errors are applied here to obtain the upper bound 12

and lower bound of the PV generation forecast. By doing so, a 95% forecast interval is defined for each time step 13

(Fig. 11). 14
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Fig. 12. Half-hourly expected lower bound of PV generation after applying forecast intervals, and daily electricity consumption.

Fig. 13. Optimal dispatching of each MGT corresponding to expected lower bound of PV generation.

4.2. Effect of PV uncertainty on the effective operating reserve1

By applying the 2.5th and 97.5th quantile of PV forecasting errors at each time step, the generation re-scheduling2

is done according to PV variations. Considering the expected lower bound of PV generation, the most pessimistic3

PV forecast is obtained, and then a worst-case optimization is presented. The expected lower bound of half-hourly4

PV generation after applying forecast intervals, with daily electricity consumption are given in Fig. 12. The optimal5

dispatching of each MGT considering PV generation at each time step based on DP algorithm is shown in Fig. 13.6

The effective OR is recalculated by taking into account power deviation of the PV generation forecast (Fig. 14).7

If less PV power is obtained than expected, two possibilities are considered and processed respectively:8

(1) If the pre-allocated OR power is unable to handle the half-hourly PV uncertainty, then MGTs generation9

will be increased to provide more effective OR power to compensate the lacking PV power. For example, during10

time period 11:30–12:30, the reserve increases comparing to OR power with exact forecasting (Fig. 7), because one11

more MGT is committed (MGT 3) to provide additional positive reserves.12

(2) If the pre-allocated OR power is enough to handle the half-hourly PV uncertainty, then the effective OR is13

consumed to compensate the PV deficit, e.g. effective OR decreases at 13 h–14 h comparing to Fig. 7, because14

positive OR is consumed to compensate the pessimistic PV.15

Meanwhile, operating costs fluctuate according to generation and reserve scheduling, as shown in Fig. 15. For16

example at 11:00, operating cost stays the same as expected because the scheduling of the MGTs is unchanged.17

On the other hand, the operating cost increases at 11:30 when the scheduling is changed and there is an additional18

MGT turned on. Still there are variation intervals between the maximum costs (by providing the largest amount of19

positive OR power) and the minimum costs (by providing all of negative OR power) during each time step.20

Reserves and daily operating costs under PV uncertainties are shown in Table 1. When the uncertainties of PV21

forecast are not considered (results are marked in
∧
gray). Expected reserves and daily costs are obtained based on22

the deterministic generation scheduling.23

Furthermore, the results for both upper bound and lower bound of PV generation are presented respectively.24

When the PV uncertainties are considered according to the forecast intervals, the expected operating cost of25

deterministic generation scheduling is no longer able to be achieved, instead, the variation intervals of maximum and26

minimum costs are re-calculated. The maximum cost is obtained when considering lower bound of PV generation,27
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Fig. 14. Effective OR corresponding to the expected lower bound of PV generation.

Fig. 15. Expected operating costs, maximum and minimum operating costs considering expected lower bound of PV generation.

Table 1
Reserves and daily operating costs under PV uncertainties.

Net demand
(kWh)

PV (kWh) Reserve (kWh) Daily Cost ($)

Positive OR Negative OR Max. Cost Min. Cost

1185 139 489 391 233 167
1066 258 370 353 219 152
855 469 188 288 208 144

while minimum cost is attained when PV generation reaches upper bound of forecast interval. Meanwhile OR are 1

re-calculated after the generation re-scheduling. 2

5. Conclusions 3

Following the presented OR provision method, and a prescribed risk level for both load and PV power 4

uncertainties, this paper presents the optimization scheme of a generation scheduling for an urban microgrid with 5

consideration of distributed energy resources and a 95% confidence level. Furthermore, the impact of PV power 6

uncertainty on the cost is analyzed, the maximum and the minimum costs based on the PV uncertainty are obtained. 7

Firstly, based on nonlinear operating cost functions of generators, the presented UCP is solved by applying DP 8

algorithm based on the established non-convex MILP model. DP algorithm calculates the generation scheduling by 9

considering PV and load forecasting and a 5% risk level. The scheduled (day-ahead) OR and effective OR based 10

on the capacity of MGTs at each time step during the day are calculated. 11

Then, the internal uncertainty in the predicted PV generation is
∧
analyzed with a probabilistic analysis and is 12

modeled with a pdf. According to bounds of forecast intervals, a re-scheduling if the generation planning enables 13

the operating cost calculation for various probabilistic values of the PV power prediction. 14
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Further works will be oriented to integrate directly the uncertainty inside the optimization algorithm in order to1

obtain a stochastic analysis of predicted operating costs. Application of storage to erase uncertainty could be also2

considered [9].3
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